SARDINIAN NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENT

Aristanis, 06 november 2013

To the attention of
O.N.U. Secretary General
- Mr Ban ki-moon
O.N.U. Director General of Geneve
- Mr. Kassym-Jomart Tokayev
President of the
General Assembly of the United Nations
-Mr. H.E. John W. Ashe

OBJECT : ACCREDITATION OF THE SARDINIAN PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT

Mr. Secretary- General, Lords Presidents,
this Movimentu de Liberatzioni Natzionali Sardu ( MLNS ) founded the 31 August 2011 according
to the norms of international law, has now embarked on the legitimate path of the liberation of the
Nation Sarda illegal from occupation and illegitimate state foreign colonialist and racist Italian and
to date has completed the first two of three phases of its operational program .
The first phase .
The claim of the right to self-determination of the Sardinian people planned and governed by
international law has been exercised by the Sardinian people through the " complaint of
occupation, colonization and domination of the nation Sarda by the Italian foreign state - claim of
sovereignty of the People Sardo " ( copy enclosed ) was notified to the Italian foreign occupier and
deposited at your headquarters in Geneva on 04.06.2012 by this MLNS .
To date no formal disavowal of their complaint was never notified to MLNS by your esteemed
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Organization , from any third State and even the Italian Government itself . The formality of the
claim is therefore of law is completed and perfected by the absence of any formal act of opposition
manifested .
The second phase .
The right to liberate the Homeland from the occupying Italian foreign state is legitimate because it
conforms to the rules of international law which involve:
- that only a people can claim this right, and the People Sardo is recognized for that
- that only one of the subjects required by rules of international law can act in such a place in the
name and on behalf of an entire people , and Movimentu de Liberatzioni Natzionali Sardu of the
so formed is equal to the States and the Insurgents and he did
- that there is a need to break free from colonial domination , by a racist regime or foreign
occupation , and all three of these conditions are reflected even today because repeatedly carried
out by the Italian foreign occupier .
And ' historically recognized the responsibility of the international community at that time regarding
the forced military annexation of the territories of the Nation Sarda by the Kingdom of Savoy who
occupied Sardinia ignoring the provisions of the Treaty of London of 1720.
It 's definitely not valid granting of the " perfect fusion " approved by the King of Sardinia, Carlo
Alberto , with Regio Ticket December 20, 1847 , which did not follow any popular consultation
through plebiscite , as will happen in the other Italian states in view of the unit 1861, clearly
breaking the wording of those Treaties and , mainly , without the vote of the three Stamenti
Sardinian single body responsible for resolution of this international issue .
There is also to consider the fact that even if there had been a favorable vote of three Stamenti
Sardinian this would be considered null and void because none of that organ was represented
nationalities of Sardinia.
Today, after the MLNS filed a " complaint of occupation, colonization and domination " of our
Sardinian home by the Italian foreign state , that responsibility rests more on the UNU for the
perpetuation and the repetition of serious violations of civil rights and politicians of the Sardinian
people .
Considering that the MLNS with precaution has vainly awaited notification and the formality of any
act of manifest resistance , rejection or mere expressions of opposition to the law laid down by the
MLNS considered legitimate and claimed second right , so is brought to completion the second
phase .
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The constitution of MLNS has therefore generated "right" in producing effects that you try not to
consider . The attempt to ignore the existence of MLNS tends to deny the legal prerequisite to the
source of the MLNS thereto or the right to self-determination under international law , ratified by
the foreign state and claimed by the Italian MLNS in the name of the Sardinian People .
The right to self-determination of the Sardinian people , therefore , more precisely for this MLNS
the power to exercise it in the forms and in the manner contemplated by the international law.
In those circumstances, in following up the fulfillment of their duties that the MLNS was given
against the Fatherland Sarda , remaining with inflexible compliance within the embankments and
along the standards of international law, the MLNS established on January 7, 2012 the Provisional
Government of the Republic of Sardinia as its institutional apparatus , in line with the provisions of
article 96 , paragraph 3 , of the First Geneva Protocol of 1977 , the purpose of managing
international relations , ensure the training and the work of a " Constituent " ensure its national
security and continuity of basic services to the population and in order to deliver to the Sardinian
people full and legitimate restoration of its sovereignty over the territory of the Nation Sarda , lead
up to the first free elections.
The Provisional Government Departments and is divided into the following sections :

Dept. of Administration and Organization
- Sec. Secretary of State ( Secretary General , State Archives , Official Bulletins )
- Sec. People Sarde (Registry , Citizenship, Naturalization , Political Asylum)
Dept. of Foreign Affairs (relations with foreign states and External Security )
Dept. of the Interior ( Politzia , Fire Department , Civil Protection, First Aid )
Dept. of Economics
- Sec. Agriculture
- Sec. Fishing, Farming, Herding
- Sec. Craft , Art and Craft , Innovations and Technology
-Sec. Public Works
Dept. of Finance and Sustainable Development
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Dept. Commerce, Tourism, Transport
- Sec. Trade and energy sources
Dept. Communication and Information
- Sec. Post
- Sec. Media
Dept. Health and Care
- Sec. Social Security
Dept. Justice, Reports State / Citizens and Ombudsman
Dept. Education
- Sec. Education and Training
- Sec. Research and Studies
- Sec. Culture and Environment
- Sec. Sport

This Sardinian Government Provisional activated for more than a year , the service Registry of the
Sardinian people , regularly releases the Identity Document and provides a Sardinian conversion
of driving license held by the applicant.

In order to carry out this legitimate path of liberation, and start the next phase of reconstruction of
the Republic of Sardinia, this MLNS

ASKED
TO MISUSE OF THE UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION
1. to claim from the state foreign occupying Italian respect for the right of the Sardinian people to

self-determination and an end to the illegal and illegitimate occupation of the Territories of the
Nation Sarda with the withdrawal of all its institutions, its police and its armed forces
2. 2. to support, assist and support , both politically and through diplomatic channels, as well as
militarily and also with ad hoc funding , this Movimentu de Liberatzioni Natzionali Sardu in its
struggle for self-determination of the People Sardu and then for the liberation of the nation
sarda from foreign Italian .
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3 . to recognize the validity of the Identity Document and Driver's Licence issued by the
Provisional Government Sardo , that we attach to this , and to allow for the acceptance of the
international community
4. Consider the seat of the Provisional Provisional Government Sardo , located in Viale Umberto
69, in Oristano, and other district offices that will open in the near future, Diplomatic Offices that
enjoy extraterritoriality .
Mr. Secretary- General, Lords Presidents
this MLNS confides in her and in good diplomatic relations , friendly and establishment of
collaboration, that will in the near future between the Sardinian Provisional Government and the
States of the International Community

For the
Movimentu de Liberatzioni Natzionali Sardu
and for
Sardinian Provisional Government
the President
Sergio Pes
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Identity Document and Driver's Licence
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